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In All over the world there are many branded Celebrity names Perfumes. They are association with
the celebrity names just to increase in the selling think of view. We have been led to think that
celebrity perfumes, that is issues under the name of well-known real person. As much the celebrity
name is famous as the selling increment in perfume world. We can get all information about all
latest and old collection of celebrity perfumes. Here a list of some well known persons perfumes.

Britney Spears Perfume: - This perfume was on the name of beautiful singer, actor and artist Britney
Spears. Itâ€™s come into existence in 2004. This is most selling celebrity perfume at all time. These are
also various products under this brand. This pleasant perfume comes in four different flavors. They
are Curious, Fantasy, Control Curious, and Fantasy Midnight.

Peris Hilton: - Peris Hilton is an American media personality. It was come into market in 2004. She
got attention by her great fashion style. The first perfume under thi brand is â€œParis Hilton for womenâ€•.
This also followed by mens fragrances. 

50 Cents: - Curtis Jackson known as 50 Cents is an American Grammy award winner rapper and
Actor. This perfume is designed in 2009 by 50 cents and Curtis. The composition mix with accord of
lemon leaves, black pepper and Artemisia , dark hood, coriander and nutmeg and base notes. This
fragrance is floral, very intensive and luscious at all time.

Jennifer Lopezâ€™s Love and Light: - Jennifer Lopez is an American actress, dancer, fashion designer
and a nice artist. This was launched in 2002. She is not the only one who is creating a fragrance line
this year, Jennifer Lopez who has already launched a series of perfumes, is all set to launch her
latest fragrance Love and Light.

Giorgia Armani: - He is an Italian fashion designer for his menswear. He beloved designer, best
known for his crisply tailored menswear, has been named the most successful Italian designer twice
in the past decade. This wonderful perfume is really awesome, like to wear every time.

Bob mackie perfume: - Bob Mackie was born in march 24, 1940 in Monterey Park. This perfume for
women is a deep, seductive scent with notes of peach, mimosa, passion flower, jasmine and orchid.
Bob Mackie cologne offers the masculine scents of nutmeg, lavender and basil refreshingly
balanced by a hint of lime and mandarin for a complex, full-bodied fragrance.

Hilary Duff Perfume: - Hilary Duff has been a trusted brand in terms of cosmetic. Hilary Duff is has
been a famous singer and actress. This perfume was launched in 2004. It is a youthful fragrance
with notes of mangosteen fruit, spices, mangosteen Flower, Cocobolo Wood, amber milk, and
amber. With love has a perfect blend of sparkling floral notes with the warmth of exotic wood blends.

These all are the best celebrity perfume that have a huge market value all over the perfume world.
We can get our favorite collection from many online discount perfume websites.
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Jack - About Author:
Jack is a freelance writer who focuses on beauty and perfume products. Visit here for more celebrity
perfume and a  discount perfume products.
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